Love is a fundamental human experience which involves commitment, intimacy and passion between lovers [1] [2] [3] . Normal love creates strong family and social bonds, but pathological love, repetitive and uncontrolled attention and care towards one's partner [4] in erotomania, obsessive-compulsive disorder, bipolar disorder or schizophrenia, brings burden to patients' families and to society [5]. Under such circumstances, the patients often use automatic thinking in response to environmental stimuli and excessively seek out love-related information [4, 6].
we asked participant's lovers to pronounce "爱 (ai)" (love) and "爱你 (ai ni)" (love you). Later we tested our participants using these words: the standard stimulus, "ai", was composed of love information but without orientation, while the deviant stimulus, "ai ni", was composed of love information that was clearly oriented to the participant. The subtraction of the brain waves (i.e., MMN) to these stimuli would reflect the recognized love orientation by the participant.
Moreover, we evaluated the love intensity between a participant and their lover using a questionnaire, in order to control the variances of the cerebral response. We hypothesized that scalp topographic features of MMN to the spoken words would vary according to di erent intensities of love, and the MMN generators would clearly tell us the brain areas responsible for the orientation of love. 
Experimental Procedures

Discussion
After dividing our participants into the higher and lower love intensity groups, we found a more prefrontal-frontal distributed MMN amplitude, especially in the Lower group. The left superior temporal gyrus was involved in both Higher and Lower groups, and its activation was signi cantly higher in the latter group. An additional generator, the right inferior frontal gyrus, was more involved in the Higher group than it was in the Lower group. Earlier linguistic studies [27, 28, 31, 32] showed that the temporal areas are involved Moreover, the source located in the left superior temporal area was thought to reflect the early access to semantic context of spoken words [33, 34] . Thus, in line with past research, the present activations also indicate an early detection of the semantic information (i.e. love orientation recognized by the participant).
Interestingly, when the love intensities evaluated by our participants were higher, an additional brain area, the right inferior frontal gyrus, was activated. Recent studies have shown that this area is indeed recruited when unexpected important cues are detected [35, 36] . The findings are also in accordance with past studies which have Table 1 . Magnitude, Talairach (T) coordinates, and putative mismatch negativity (MMN) generators according to the active source analyses by sLORETA in the 150-250 ms time window in participants reporting higher (Higher, n = 15) and lower (Lower, n = 12) love intensities between them and their own lovers.
Magnitude (nA) T-coordinates (mm)
Lobe (Gyrus, BA) X Y Z found that the obsessive behavior found in early-stage lovers is similar to that found in obsessive-compulsive disorder patients [16, 37] . Neuroimaging studies conducted in obsessive-compulsive patients also exhibited changes in the right inferior frontal gyrus [38, 39] .
Several neurotransmitters, dopamine and 5-HT, affect MMN morphology [40] . A blockade of dopamine D2 receptors increases MMN to an involuntary detection of task-irrelevant stimuli [41] . In addition, the underlying mechanism of obsessive behavior is suggested to be an increase in dopamine coupled with a decrease in serotonin [16] . Both dopamine and 5-HT were found in the fronto-temporal areas, including BA 45, especially when the love was intense [14, [16] [17] [18] .
Regarding the limitations of our study design, firstly, physically length-similar stimuli without love information were not used in the present study. Implementing such stimuli in a future study would clarify whether the observed effects in the current study are specific to the love domain. Secondly, our participants were university students. Our study provides an option to assess how much a participant cares about their lover's love involuntarily, and might help to depict brain mechanisms of a pathological love in future studies.
